Transport and Climate
Change Week
21 – 25 June 2021
Part of the mission of the TRANSfer project implemented by GIZ and funded by
the International Climate Initiative (IKI) of the German Federal Ministry for the
Environment, Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety.

Join THE global dialogue on changing
transport, boost your knowledge and gain
new impulses for cooperation.
The Transport and Climate Change Week delivers capacity building
and training as well as exchange and in-depth discussions. It fosters
peer exchange among government officials from around the globe and
internationally renowned experts on sustainable mobility solutions.
The event is constantly growing with each edition and has established
itself as a unique exchange in the transport sector.

Topics 2021:
• Enhancing climate actions and ambition in transport
• Green recovery in the transport sector

• Digitalisation
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Transport and Climate Change Week 2021
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Get involved!

LIVE EVENTS
Stream, interact and exchange
during our 5 day LIVE Programme.

ON DEMAND
Absorb knowledge to the fullest
catching up on past sessions and
speakers and accessing resources
like latest publications, tools and
best practices from countries,
industry, and civil society.

NETWORKING AREA
Build lasting contacts through
our networking area and get to
know your peers, practitioners in
the transport sector.

SOCIAL MEDIA
Discuss and exchange on the
opportunities and challenges of
decarbonising transport with us on
social media.

#TransportWeek21
#wechangetransport
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Exchange on multiple levels

Globally

Regionally

• Face-to face and virtual hubs in 20+
countries

• Hubs in a region arrange joint side
events

• Country stakeholders join a variety
of peer-learning formats,
connecting different geographies

• Knowledge exchange between
neighbouring countries and within
similar timezones

Nationally
• Local side events arranged at
country-level for domestic
stakeholders
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Programme - Smart and Green Recovery in the Transport Sector

*maximum time difference for Asia (+6hrs) and Latin America (-7hrs)
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Join us and gain knowhow, new inputs and
become part of the strong
and supportive Transport
Community!
21 -25 June 2021
www.transportweek.org
#TransportWeek21
#wechangetransport
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Partner Involvement
Virtual Fair and Changing Transport Showtime

21 – 25 June 2021

Virtual Knowledge Fair
Showcase your best practices, experiences, achievements,
innovations and ideas to all participants of the Transport
Week! – become part of this year‘s Virtual Fair
Be one of the various actors putting a spotlight on how they are
changing transport within the eventplatform of the Transport
Week 2021!
•
•
•

Donor: Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation and
Nuclear Safety (BMU), International Climate Initiative (IKI)
Countries
Stakeholder (Partner organisations, Industry, NGOs, Academia Initiatives,
Civil Society, Think Tanks, …)

Use mulimedia content (videos, photos, interviews, presentation,
articles, …)!
Offer consultation hours to get in contact with interested
participants!
Become one of the selected actors pitching in the „Changing

Transport Showtime“!
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Changing Transport Showtime
Become a guest or contributor in the „Changing Transport
Showtime“ and interact with other stakeholders and
participants!
• Knowledge-sharing event designed to showcase countries‘ and
stakeholders‘ experiences, achievements and innovations – live and
interactive
• Blending Live-broadcast and recorded features, incl.
• Country presentations: interviews, mini-documentary or slides, ca. 5min each
• Private sector pitches: companies submit a 5 min video about their innovative mobility
service, product or application that helps transport decarbonisation in a post-COVID19
world
• Voices from civil society organisations and think tanks

• Thematic orientation by Avoid-Shift-Improve
• 22 June 2021 – How are you contributing to transport system and behaviour
improvements that help to reduce transport demand?
• 23 June 2021 – How are you contributing to shift transport flows towards the most
climate-friendly modes of transport?
• 24 June 2021 – How are you contributing to improve the carbon footprint of vehicles and
fuels?
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Expert Clinics – 23 June, 2021
The expert clinic allows country delegations to consult
privately with top-rated international experts on public
transport, financing and non-motorised transport.

Each expert will be available for several rounds of
consultation, so that multiple countries get the chance to talk
to him/her
In a 45 minute session, the delegates of a country can seek
qualified advice on any aspect of promoting a climate-friendly
modal shift
Topics such as cycling, walking, public transport, informal
transport, infrastructure financing or multimodal freight are
covered.
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Contact
Jana Stingl

Valerie Katthagen

Organisational Lead

Hub Coordinator

jana.stingl@giz.de

valerie.katthagen@giz.de

Friedel Sehlleier

Programme Coordinator
friedel.sehlleier@giz.de
+49228 4460 1786
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